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FREEZER &
THERMAL CLOTHING

In harsh
conditions
you want to rely
on the very best
freezer clothing.
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Our
commitment
to you.
Optimal protection.

The importance of the wearer counts.

Rather cooperate than deliver.

Safety ﬁrst.

Since the early 1990s, we at Cold Tex have been

Since the start of Cold Tex, founder and owner

Our collection of thermal and freezer clothing

When designing and developing the clothing

developing clothing that guarantees the best

Arjo van Tuijl has had one goal in mind: "To offer

is entirely developed in-house and produced in

collections, Cold Tex relies on guidelines and

protection for working in extreme cold conditions.

clothing and accessories/equipment, without making

cooperation with partners who guarantee the very

regulations that apply to 'protective clothing against

Our starting point? Optimal protection against cold

concessions to the wearer’s comfort".

best quality. At Cold Tex, we truely understand the

the cold' and 'protective clothing in general'. This is

importance of our collection, but we also know

reﬂected in the certiﬁcations awarded: EN342 and

and high wearing comfort. This combination has
required Cold Tex a number 1 reputation in the cold

Many years of experience and accumulated knowledge

that our partnership really proves itself through

EN ISO 13688. EN342 guarantees the protection and

storage industry; where the working conditions are

have led to a top-class collection of thermal and reefer

outstanding service. For example, we can customize

insulation value and EN ISO 13688 guarantees the

harsh and wearing comfort makes all the difference.

clothing, shoes, gloves and other accessories/equipment.

the clothing if required (even the design, if you want),

quality and durability of the fabrics and materials

we relieve you of the burden of washing and cleaning

used.

and we carry out repairs. This way, we also believe to
underline the sustainable nature of our commitment.

Our commitment to sustainability.
At Cold Tex, we value the importance of reusing materials. For this reason we only use facbrics that are
recyclable in the production process of our thermal and cold storage/freezer clothing.
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Quality without compromises.
Certiﬁed quality.
When the working conditions are extreme, it is important to rely on protective clothing that is comfortable to wear.
These are the principles from which we develop and produce our thermal and freezer clothing. This philosophy is
reﬂected in the certiﬁcations on which our clothing and footwear are tested and approved.

EN ISO 13688

EN 342: 2017

EN 511

EN ISO 20345

Clothing certiﬁed in accordance with EN ISO 13688 meets the

Clothing certiﬁed in accordance with

Gloves certiﬁed to EN 511 protect hands from convective

Safety shoes for professional use are tested

general requirements for protective clothing. Speciﬁc attention

the requirements of EN342 from 2017

and contact cold down to -50°C. Cold-resistant working

according to EN ISO 20345 to protect the

is paid to design (ease of use, ﬁt and good coverage of the

protects the wearer against cold working

gloves must protect against both convection cold

wearer from injuries that may occur in certain

body), material (strong, durable, keeps its shape and colour),

environments. A cold working environment

(penetrating cold) and contact cold (direct contact with

occupational sectors. They are always equipped

labelling (sizes, requirements and characteristics of use) and

is deﬁned by a combination of moisture,

cold objects).

with a steel or plastic toecap for protection against

measurements according to European standards.

wind and air temperatures below -5°C.

shocks.

Tips for using
insulating and visibility
clothing.
Perspiration and condensation have an impact
on the insulation value of protective clothing. To
ensure good insulation, it is important to change
clothes in time and allow them to dry properly.
Needless to say, damaged clothing also affects
the insulating value of thermal and freezer
clothing.
Do you wear high visibility clothing or signal
clothing? Then it is important that the signal areas
are well visible and clean. Regular washing of high
visibility clothing is therefore necessary. In order
to extend the life and quality of the clothing, it is
important that the clothing is dried thoroughly
each time. It is obvious that broken clothing does
not contribute to safety and wearing comfort.
Repairs and mending increase safety and extend
the life of high visibility clothing.
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3-star service.
We are very proud that Cold Tex customers trust the quality, protection and comfort of our thermal and freezer
clothing over and over again. This is due to the distinctive quality of our thermal and freezer clothing collections.
But a much-repeated added value is the service we provide. From the design and composition of a tailor-made clothing
package to the care of your clothing package long after we have delivered the clothing. We call it our 3-star service.

1
Guaranteed quality.
So safe!
All Cold Tex thermal and freezer clothing
collections meet up to the legal requirements
for working in cold conditions. EN342 applies
as the standard in this regard. In the selection
of outer fabrics, insulating interlayers, linings
and fastenings, we only settle for the best
materials. However, in addition to choosing
high-quality certiﬁed materials and fabrics, the
wearing comfort also determines the quality
and safety of thermal and freezer clothing. It
is therefore the most important starting point
for our design team. Thanks to our European
production facilities, we can check at any time
that the quality delivered meets our strict
standards.

2
A tailor-made clothing package.
Tailor-made appearance.
Thanks to our own design team, we can
offer a wide variety of models and colour
combinations within our thermal and freezer
clothing collections. However, it may be that
your requirements are not met by our standard
range. That is not a problem. Our design team
will happily work with you to create an exclusive
custom-made thermal or freezer clothing
collection based on your (design) wishes.
This can be done, for example, by adapting
colours, unique badges or logos. Also a model
adjustment is one of the possibilities. In this

3
Sustainable is better.
Wash and repair service.
If there is one thing that has an impact on
sustainability, it is the lifespan of thermal
and freezer clothing. It all starts with the
choice of materials and the care taken during
the production process. Also the way of
maintaining the clothing is very important.
Drying the clothing after use provides better
protection, and it is a known fact that clean
clothing lasts longer. Cold Tex lends a hand in
keeping your thermal and freezer clothing in
good condition. We have our laundry and repair
service. This way, we are in time to detect and
repair your clothing. From zip to cuff, from
button to tear…

way, we can ensure that the recognition of your
employees matches the professional image of
your company.
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In the end, freezer clothing is only good when you wear
it daily with pleasure.
Cold has a huge impact on people's well-being. Also on
the work ﬂoor. Employees who have to carry out their
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work in cold conditions not only have a higher risk of
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illness, but also run the risk of being involved in an
accident at work more quickly. The focus on improving
working conditions in cold environments therefore
justiﬁably calls for a professional approach.
That is exactly what Cold Tex stands for. We take the
people who work in extreme conditions more than
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seriously. On the one hand, this is due to the fact
that I myself have worked in cold storage facilities
for many years. On the other hand, I see many types
of clothing and protective equipment that have been
developed by people behind a computer. Hardly any
account is taken of the real wishes and needs of those
who work in extreme cold, every day. This is mainly
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reﬂected in the wearing comfort. Because, let's face
it, a protective fabric with an insulating padding is
not the greatest mark of quality. On the other hand,
characteristics such as freedom of movement,
moisture regulation and ease of donning and doffing
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are. And unfortunately you can't judge that from a
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picture. The best proof is therefore provided by all
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those people who rely on the protection and comfort
of Cold Tex thermal and freezer clothing. Every single
day. In the most extreme conditions.

With kind regards,
Cold Tex
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FREEZER CLOTHING
Collections

What deﬁnes the
quality of thermal and
freezer clothing?

till -57 °C

Working performance decreases substantially
when the working conditions are harsh. This
is especially true in extreme cold, such as
outdoors in winter conditions and in cold
storage and freezing rooms. In addition to
the risks of poor performance, the likelihood
of work-related accidents and sick leave
increases signiﬁcantly. Employers understand
very well that safe and comfortable thermal
and freezer clothing not only provides
good protection but also contributes to the
prevention of sickness and the reduction
of occupational accidents. But how do you
determine the quality of thermal and freezer
clothing?
Multiple protective layers
A multi-layer garment not only protects against
direct cold, but also retains body heat.
Protection against moisture, water and wind
The outer layer of thermal and freezing clothing
must protect against wind, rain and moisture. At
the same time, moisture from the inside must be
able to vaporize. For this purpose polyamide and
polyester are excellent materials .
Thermal insulation
Good thermal insulation ensures that the heat
produced by the body is properly retained. The
density of padding indicates its insulation value.

Classic

12

Comfort

Hi-Vis

The Classic collection is characterised by the use

The Comfort collection is characterised by the use

The Hi-Vis collection is characterised by its 'high

of high-quality protective and insulating fabrics,

of ﬂexible fabrics and design choices that guarantee

visibility' standard according to European norms. The

translated into a practical, solid design with good

optimal wearing comfort during heavy physical

perfect combination of high-quality protection against

wearing comfort.

activity.

the cold and high visibility.

From page 14

From page 24

From page 30

Ventilation
In addition to heat, the body also produces
perspiration. It is important that this moisture is
removed and absorbed in a moisture-absorbing
intermediate layer.
Finishing
Besides protective properties, it is important
that thermal and freezer clothing has a long
service life. This is reﬂected in ﬁnishing such as
reinforced stitching, reinforced knee patches,
high-quality zips and press-studs and extra
strong collars and cuffs.
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What is unique about our Classic collection?

Freezer clothing

CLASSIC
COLLECTION
The Classic collection is characterised by the use
of high-quality protective and insulating fabrics,
translated into a practical, solid design with good
wearing comfort. The composition of the fabrics
guarantees good protection at temperatures
down to -49° and ensures good ventilation. It is no
coincidence that the Classic collection is popular
in environments where people have to work
hard in cold conditions. The Classic collection
is certiﬁed in accordance with the latest
requirements of the EN-342.

Three quilted

Zipperlist

Full-length

Extra

material layers

with press-studs

trouser zipper

reinforced

on the outside

knee pads

Would you like a non-standard colour or a customised size?
Please contact us to discuss the possibilities.

Key features of the Classic collection
Functional design
14

Padding of 350gr/m2

Economically priced

●
●
●
●
●

Quilted lining 350gr/m²
Inner lining 100% polyester, outer fabric 100% polyamide
Certiﬁed according to EN342: 2017
Knitted cuffs at sleeves
Robust YKK zips

●
●
●
●

Zipperlists with press-studs on the outside of the zip
Coat pockets with ﬂaps and press studs, inside reinforced
Fur collar can be closed with Velcro at the front
Full-length opening trouser legs

15

FREEZER CLOTHING | C L AS S I C

CL ASSIC

Article number: 11106

Article number: 31106

Jacket

Overall

Classic

Classic

● Left chest pocket with separate pen pocket
● Two spacious jacket pockets
● Good ﬁt due to elastic band in the back

●
●
●
●
●

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

Navy blue

3XL

Red

Grey

| FREEZER CLOTHING

Two chest pockets, the left has a separate pen pocket
Two spacious side pockets
Adjustable belt for extra comfort
Good body ﬁt due to elastic band in the back
Reinforced knee pads

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Navy blue

Article number: 53106

Article number: 41106

Bodywarmer

Coat

Classic
●
●
●
●
●
●

Classic

Reinforced ﬂeece collar
Left chest pocket with separate pen pocket
Two spacious side pockets
Good ﬁt due to elastic band in the back
Zipperlist is applied on the inside
Quilted polyester interlining 150 gr/m²

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

●
●
●
●

Left chest ﬂapped-patch pocket with separate pen pocket
Two spacious jacket pockets
Good ﬁt due to elastic band in the back
The coat falls to the knee

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

3XL

Navy blue
Navy blue

Article number: 21106

Article number: 91106

Trousers

Bip overall

Classic

Classic

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

High back panel for extra cold protection
Adjustable elastic braces with metal clip fastener
Two spacious side pockets
Comfortable entry with YKK side zipper across entire length of leg
Zipper list is applied inside
Reinforced knee pads

sXS s S

M

Navy blue

16

L

XL

2XL

3XL

With high front and back panel for extra cold protection
Adjustable elastic braces with metal clip fastener
Two spacious side pockets
Comfortable entry with YKK side zip across entire length of leg
Zipper list is applied inside
Reinforced knee pads

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Navy blue
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FREEZER CLOTHING | C L AS S I C W I T H RE F LE CT ION

C L ASSIC WITH REF LECTIO N

| FREEZER CLOTHING

Article number: 21106

Freezer clothing

Trousers

CLASSIC COLLECTION WITH REFLECTION
Within the Classic collection, we have made a selection with extra reﬂective strips for more safety. Specially developed
for circumstances it may not be a requirement to wear certiﬁed reﬂective clothing, but it is an advantage to have extra
visibility. This collection is also equipped with extra eye-catching shoulder parts that are available in multiple colours.

Classic with reﬂection
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

High back panel for extra cold protection
Adjustable elastic braces with metal clip fastener
Two spacious side pockets
Comfortable entry with YKK side zip across entire length of leg
Zip strip is applied inside
Reinforced knee pads
Double reﬂective band on front and back for increased visibility

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Navy blue

Article number: 31106

Overall
Classic with reﬂection
● Two chest ﬂapped-patch pockets, the left has a separate
●
●
●
●
●
●

Article number: 11106

Jacket
Classic with reﬂection
●
●
●
●
●

Left chest pocket with separate pen pocket
Two spacious jacket pockets
Good body ﬁt due to elastic band in the back
Reﬂection band on front and back for enhanced visibility
Coloured shoulder sections available in several variations

pen pocket
Two spacious side pockets
Adjustable belt for extra comfort
Good body ﬁt due to elastic band in the back
Reinforced knee pads.
Reﬂection band on front and back for enhanced visibility
Coloured shoulder parts available in several variations

sXS s S
Navy blue/Red
Navy blue/Cornﬂower blue

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Navy blue/Red

Navy blue/Cornﬂower blue

Navy blue/Yellow

Navy blue/Orange

Navy blue/Yellow

sXS s S

18

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Navy blue/Orange
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FREEZER CLOTHING | C L AS S I C W I T H RE F LE CT ION

C L ASSIC WITH REF LECTIO N

Article number: 41106

Article number: 53106

Coat

Bodywarmer

Classic with reﬂection

Classic with reﬂection

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Left breast pocket with separate pen pocket
Two spacious jacket pockets
Good body ﬁt due to elasticated back
Reﬂection band on front and back for enhanced visibility
Coloured shoulder parts available in several variations
The coat falls to the knee

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Reinforced ﬂeece collar
Reﬂection band on front and back for enhanced visibility
Coloured shoulder sections available in several variations
Two spacious side pockets
Good body ﬁt through elastic band in the back
Zipper list is applied on the inside
Quilted polyester interlining 150 gr/m²

sXS s S

Navy blue/Red

Navy blue/Cornﬂower blue

Navy blue/Yellow

Navy blue/Orange

| FREEZER CLOTHING

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Navy blue/Red

Navy blue/Cornﬂower blue

Navy blue/Yellow

Navy blue/Orange

Article number: 91106

Bib overall
Classic with reﬂection
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

With high front and back section for extra cold protection
Adjustable elastic braces with metal clip fastener
Two spacious side pockets
Comfortable entry with YKK side zip across entire length of leg
Zipper list is applied on the inside
Reinforced knee pads.
Double reﬂective band on front and back for enhanced visibility

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Navy blue

21
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FREEZER CLOTHING | C L AS S I C TE DDY

Freezer clothing

CLASSIC COLLECTION IN TEDDY VERSION
Within the Classic freezer clothing collection, we offer the possibility to choose a teddy version. This version is
characterised by its delightfully comfortable teddy fur lining. The Teddy version is separately certiﬁed according
to the latest requirements of the EN-342 standard.

CL ASSIC TEDDY

| FREEZER CLOTHING

Article number: 21161

Trousers
Classic Teddy
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

High back panel for extra cold protection
Adjustable elastic braces with metal clip fastener
Two spacious side pockets
Comfortable entry with YKK side zip across entire length of leg
Zipper list is applied on the inside
Reinforced knee pads
Teddy lining

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Navy blue

Article number: 11161

Jacket
Classic Teddy
●
●
●
●

Left chest pocket with separate pen pocket
Two spacious jacket pockets
Good ﬁt due to elastic band in the back
Teddy lining

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Navy blue

22
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What is unique about our Comfort collection?

Freezer clothing

COMFORT
COLLECTION
The Comfort collection is characterised by the
use of ﬂexible fabrics and design choices that
guarantee optimal wearing comfort during heavy
physical exertion. The composition of the fabrics
guarantees good protection at temperatures down
to -49° and ensures good ventilation. The Comfort
collection is certiﬁed according to the latest
requirements of the EN-342 standard.

Two spacious

Spacious

Fully

Extra

side pockets with

inside pocket

opening trouser

reinforced

reﬂective piping

with zip

zip

knee pads

Would you like a non-standard colour or a customised size?
Please contact us to discuss the possibilities.

Key features of the Comfort collection
● Reﬂection piping on front and back and sleeves for increased

Optimal wearing comfort
24

Various colour combinations

Standard reﬂective piping

●
●
●
●

visibility (does not apply to trousers)
Optimal freedom of movement thanks to several separate layers
Quilted lining 350gr/m²
Inner lining 100% polyester, outer fabric 100% polyamide
Certiﬁed in accordance with EN342: 2017

●
●
●
●
●

Knitted cuffs on sleeves
Straight fur collar with velcro closure
Robust YKK zips with inner zipper list
Jacket, coat and overall ﬁtted with inside pocket as standard.
Standard equipped with fully opening YKK leg zip for comfortable
entry
25
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FREEZER CLOTHING | C O M FORT

CO M FO RT
Your own logo, your own colour?
A large part of our clothing collections can
be personalised. Ask for the possibilities of
printing and colouring. For more information
see page 29

| FREEZER CLOTHING

Article number: 21164

Trousers
Comfort
●
●
●
●

With a high back panel for extra cold protection
Adjustable elastic braces with metal clip fastener
Two spacious side pockets
Equipped with reinforced knee pads

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

Navy blue

3XL

Black

Article number: 21164

Trousers with reﬂection
Comfort
●
●
●
●
●
Article number: 11164

Standard colour combinations

Jacket

26

Navy blue/Cornﬂower blue

Left chest pocket with separate pen pocket
Two large side pockets with reﬂective piping
Inside pocket with zip
Good ﬁt due to elastic band in the back

sXS s S

M

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Navy blue/Red

Comfort
●
●
●
●

With a high back panel for extra cold protection
Adjustable elastic braces with metal clip fastener
Two spacious side pockets
Equipped with reinforced knee pads
Double reﬂective band on the front and back for increased visibility

L

XL

2XL

Navy blue

Black

Navy blue/Yellow

3XL

27

FREEZER CLOTHING | C O M FORT

Article number: 31164

Overall

Comfort
● Two chest pockets, of which the left breast pocket has a separate
●
●
●
●

pen pocket
Two spacious side pockets
Adjustable belt for extra comfort
Good body ﬁt due to elasticated band in the back
Equipped with reinforced knee pads

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Your protective thermal and
freezer clothing in your own
corporate branding?
Explore the 'tailor-made' possibilities of Cold Tex.
A uniform appearance says something about the professionalism of a company. The superlative is a collection of
thermal and freezer clothing which is composed according to your company's house style. At Cold Tex, we offer you the
opportunity to choose from a range of colours with which you can create your own unique look.

Standard colour combinations

Want to know more?

Navy blue/Red
Navy blue/Cornﬂower blue

Are you interested in discussing the possibilities?

10 standard colour combinations

Our sales advisors will be happy to advise you.

Navy blue/Yellow

Adding your own logo
Adding your logo and/or name
badges is a standard option on
our entire collection. Also for
your collection that is made
according to your own house
style wishes.

Article number: 91164

Bib overall
Comfort
●
●
●
●

With high back and front section for extra cold protection
Adjustable elastic braces with metal clip fastener
Two spacious side pockets
Equipped with reinforced knee pads

sXS s S

M

Navy blue

28

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Black
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What is unique about our Hi-Vis collection?

Freezer clothing

HI-VIS
COLLECTION
The Hi-Vis collection is characterised by its 'high
visibility' standardisation, according to European
guidelines. The standardisation indicates that the
garment complies with the legal requirements
to offer the wearer extra protection through
powerful visual signalling features. The perfect
combination of high-quality protection and
high visibility. The composition of the fabrics
guarantees good protection at temperatures
down to -49° and ensures good ventilation. The
Hi-Vis collection is certiﬁed in accordance with
the latest requirements of the EN-342 standard.

Fitted with

Large

Fully

Extra

high-quality

inner pocket

opening trouser

reinforced

3M reﬂective band

with zip

zip

knee pads

Would you like a non-standard colour or a customised size?
Please contact us to discuss the possibilities.

Key features of the Hi-Vis collection
3M reﬂective band
30

EN ISO 20471 certiﬁed

●
●
●
●
●

Based on the Comfort collection, but following EN 20471 certiﬁcation
Reﬂection band on front and back in accordance with EN20471
Certiﬁed in accordance with EN342: 2017
Optimal freedom of movement due to several loose layers
Inner lining 100% polyester, outer fabric composed of polyester and polyamide

●
●
●
●
●

Quilted lining 350gr/m²
Comfortable entry
Knitted cuffs on sleeves
Straight fur collar with Velcro closure
Robust YKK zips with zipper lists on the inside
13
31

FREEZER CLOTHING | H I - V I S

HI-VIS

Article number: 12471

Article number: 32471

Jacket

Overall

Hi-Vis

Hi-Vis

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Chest pocket on the left with separate pen pocket
Two large side pockets with reﬂective piping
Inside pocket with zip
Good ﬁt through elastic band in the back

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

| FREEZER CLOTHING

Two chest pockets, the left one has a separate pen pocket
Two spacious side pockets
Adjustable belt for extra comfort
Good body ﬁt due to elastic band in the back
Reinforced knee pads

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Orange/Navy blue
Orange/Navy blue

Yellow/ Navy blue

Yellow/ Navy blue

Article number: 22471

Article number: 54471

Trousers

Bodywarmer

Hi-Vis

Hi-Vis

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

With raised back section for extra cold protection
Adjustable elastic braces with metal clip fastener
Two spacious side pockets
Comfortable entry with YKK side zip along the entire length
of the leg
● Zipper list is used in the inner side
● Equipped with reinforced knee pads
● Double reﬂective tape on front and back for increased visibility

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

Reinforced ﬂeece collar
Left chest pocket with separate pen pocket
Good body ﬁt with elastic band in the back
Zip strip is used on the inside of the jacket
Inner lining 100% polyester, outer fabric 50% polyamide and
50% cotton
● Quilted polyester interlining 150 gr/m²

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

3XL

Orange/Navy blue
Orange/Navy blue
Yellow/ Navy blue
Yellow/ Navy blue

32
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THERMAL CLOTHING
Collections

till -10 °C

Winter
The winter clothing collection has been developed to meet the
demand for protective clothing that can be worn outside cold
storage facilities. In cold and wintry weather. What is striking
about the winter collection is the attention paid to wearing
comfort and heat regulation. Thanks to the use of sophisticated
materials for the outer fabric, extra ventilation comfort is
guaranteed.

From page 46

Fleece
The ﬂeece collection is characterised by its high level of wearing
comfort. Lightweight, easy to put on and take off. Ideal when you
need some extra protection for a short time. Made of a breathable,

Comfort

Isotherm

The Comfort collection, designed as thermal clothing,

The isothermal collection can fulﬁl a function as an

is also characterised by the use of supple fabrics and

additional protective layer of clothing in extreme cold.

design choices that guarantee optimal wearing com-

At the same time, the isothermal collection can also be

fort during heavy physical activity. Fits better, works

worn as outerwear thanks to its attractive ﬁnish.

quick-drying and heat-regulating ﬂeece quality.

From page 48

better.

From page 38
36

From page 42
37

What is unique about our Comfort collection?

Thermal clothing

COMFORT
COLLECTION
The Comfort collection, designed as thermal
clothing, is characterised by the use of supple
fabrics and design choices that guarantee optimal
wearing comfort during heavy physical activity.
The composition of the fabrics guarantees good
protection at temperatures down to -10° and
ensures good ventilation. The Comfort cooling
collection is certiﬁed according to the latest
requirements of the EN-342 standard.

Two spacious

Spacious

Fully

Extra

side pockets with

inside pocket

opening trouser

reinforced

reﬂective piping

with zip

zip

knee pads

Would you like a non-standard colour or a customised size?
Please contact us to discuss the possibilities.

Key features of the Comfort collection
● Reﬂection piping on front and back and sleeves for increased

Optimal wearing comfort
38

Various colour combinations

Standard reﬂective piping

●
●
●
●

visibility (does not apply to trousers)
Optimal freedom of movement thanks to several separate layers
Quilted lining 350gr/m²
Inner lining 100% polyester, outer fabric 100% polyamide
Certiﬁed in accordance with EN342: 2017

●
●
●
●
●

Knitted cuffs on sleeves
Straight fur collar with velcro closure
Robust YKK zips with inner zipper list
Jacket, coat and overall ﬁtted with inside pocket as standard.
Standard equipped with fully opening YKK leg zip for comfortable
entry
39
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CO M FO RT

Article number: 13164

Article number: 33164

Jacket

Overall

Comfort
●
●
●
●

Comfort

Left chest pocket with separate pen pocket
Two large side pockets with reﬂective piping
Inside pocket with zip
Good ﬁt due to elastic band in the back

sXS s S

M

| THERMAL CLOTHING

L

XL

2XL

●
●
●
●
●

3XL

Two chest pockets, the left one has a separate pen pocket
Two spacious side pockets
Adjustable belt for extra comfort
Good body ﬁt due to elasticated band in the back
Equipped with reinforced knee pads

sXS s S

Standard colour combinations

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Standard colour combinations

Navy blue/Red
Navy blue/Cornﬂower blue

Navy blue/Red

Navy blue/Yellow

Navy blue/Cornﬂower blue
Navy blue/Yellow

Your own logo, your own colour?
A large part of our clothing collections can
be personalised. Ask for the possibilities of
printing and colouring. For more information
see page 29.

Bib overall

Article number: 23164

Article number: 93164

Trousers

Bib overall

Comfort
●
●
●
●

With a high back section for extra cold protection
Adjustable elastic braces with metal clip fastener
Two spacious side pockets
Equipped with reinforced knee pads

sXS s S

M

Navy blue

40

Comfort

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Black

●
●
●
●

With high back and front section for extra cold protection
Adjustable elastic braces with metal clip fastener
Two spacious side pockets
Equipped with reinforced knee pads

sXS s S

M

Navy blue

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Black
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What is unique about our Isotherm collection?

Thermal clothing

ISOTHERM
COLLECTION
The Isotherm collection can fulﬁl a function
as an additional protective layer of clothing in
extreme cold. At the same time, the Isotherm
collection can also be worn as outerwear thanks
to its attractive ﬁnish. A striking feature of
this collection is the use of materials that do
not or hardly 'pill', i.e. do not spread small dust
particles during intensive use. Especially for use
in circumstances where hygiene requires extra
attention, we have developed an isothermal food
version. Due to hygiene requirements, these
garments do not come with pockets.

Would you like a non-standard colour or a customised size?
Please contact us to discuss the possibilities.

Fleece

Extended

Optional

collar

back

with pockets

Key features of the Isotherm collection
Anti pilling
42

Padding 100gr/m2

Reinforced collar

● Can be worn as underwear and outerwear
● 100 grams wadding
● 100% polyamide outer fabric

● 100% polyester inner lining
● Knitted cuffs
● Long back panel
43
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THERMAL CLOTHING | I S OT H E RM

ISOTHERM

Article number: 11171

Article number: 51171

Isothermjacket

Isotherm bodywarmer

Men

Men & Women

● Left chest pocket with separate pen pocket
● Two inside pockets
● Option for "Food" version without pockets

● Left chest workwear pocket with separate pen pocket
● Option for "Food" version without pockets

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

3XL

Navy blue
Navy blue

Black

Black

Article number: 11171

Isothermtrousers

Isothermjacket

Men & Women

Women

● Elasticated waistband

●
●
●
●

M

Navy blue

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Black

White

White

Article number: 21171

sXS s S

White

Left chest pocket with separate pen pocket
Two inside pockets
Extra tailored for a good ﬁt
Option for "Food" version without pockets

sXS s S

M

Navy blue

44

| THERMAL CLOTHING

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Black

White

45

WIN TER

Thermal clothing

| THERMAL CLOTHING

Article number: 11341

Winterjacket

WINTER
COLLECTION

Two coloured
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The winter clothing collection was developed
to meet the demand for protective clothing that

Two chest pockets, the left one has a separate pen pocket
Two spacious side pockets and one large inside pocket
Water-repellent outer fabric of 50% cotton and 50% polyamide
Teddy lining inside
Extra long back section
Reﬂective piping
Also available in single colour

is worn outside cold storage facilities, such
as by drivers or logistics staff. Therefore, in

sXS s S

the winter collection, extra attention has been

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

paid to wearing comfort. Thanks to the use of

Navy blue/Red

Navy blue/Yellow

Black/Cornﬂower blue

Navy blue/Cornﬂower blue

Navy blue/Orange

Black/Grey

Black

sophisticated materials for the outer fabric, extra
ventilation comfort is guaranteed.
Article number: 11341

Pilotjack
Two coloured
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Removable inner jacket
Two large chest pockets
Two large slit pockets with snap fastener
Inside pocket under zip
Two pen pockets on left sleeve
100 grams wadding/m2
Also available in single colour

Navy blue/Red

Navy blue/Yellow

Black/Cornﬂower blue

Navy blue/Cornﬂower blue

Navy blue/Orange

Black/Grey

Black

Article number: 41341

Parka
Two coloured
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Would you like a non-standard colour or a customised size?
Please contact us to discuss the possibilities.

Waterafstotend
46

Big pockets

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Removable inner jacket
Two large chest pockets
Two large slit pockets with snap fastener
Inside pocket under zip
Two pen pockets on left sleeve
100 grams wadding/m2
10 cm longer than the pilot jacket
Also available in single colour

Navy blue/Red

Navy blue/Yellow

Black/Cornﬂower blue

Navy blue/Cornﬂower blue

Navy blue/Orange

Black/Grey

Black
47
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| THERMAL CLOTHING

Thermal clothing

FLEECE
COLLECTION
The ﬂeece collection is characterised by its high
level of wearing comfort. Lightweight, easy to
put on and take off and yet warm. Perfect when
you need a little extra protection for a short time.
Made of a breathable, quick-drying and heatregulating ﬂeece quality.

Article number: 16106

Article number: 16106

Fleecejacket

Fleecejacket with reﬂection

Men

Men

● With YKK zip
● Zippered pockets

● With YKK zip
● Zippered pockets

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

Navy blue

Heat regulating

sXS s S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Navy blue/Yellow

Navy blue/Orange

Article number: 16106

Article number: 16106

Fleecejacket

Fleecejacket with reﬂection
Women

● With YKK zip
● Zippered pockets
● Extra tailored for a good ﬁt

● With YKK zip
● Zippered pockets
● Extra tailored for a good ﬁt

sXS s S

sXS s S

M

Navy blue

48

Black

Women

Would you like a non-standard colour or a customised size?
Please contact us to discuss the possibilities.

Fast drying

3XL

L

XL

2XL

3XL

Black

M

L

XL

Navy blue/Yellow

2XL

3XL

Navy blue/Orange

49
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SHOES &
ACCESSOIRES

The importance of
warm and dry feet.
We probably don't need to explain the use and function of safety shoes
to you anymore. Since the introduction of safety shoes, many industrial
accidents have been prevented. Injuries caused by something heavy
falling on your foot, or injuries caused by stepping on something sharp;
they only occur to a limited extent nowadays.
With increasing safety at work, an important element is often
forgotten. Namely, the 'well-being' of the feet. Because a closed, safe
shoe that causes intense perspiration is not desirable. The same
applies to a safe shoe that does not warm up enough when it is cold.
Fortunately, that is the expertise of Cold Tex. And that is reﬂected
in an extensive collection of work and safety shoes that also offer
protection against the cold and moisture.
The importance of warmth
When working in cold conditions, on cold ﬂoors, the cold quickly gets
into your shoes or boots through the sole. The blood vessels in your
feet constrict in response and release even less heat. The result is that
your feet get even colder. If this happens for a short period of time,
there is nothing to worry about. But if you work in such cold conditions
every day, your feet will become increasingly painful. Moreover, in the
long run, other complaints will arise due to poor circulation in your feet.
The importance of protective footwear, especially against the cold, is
therefore not a luxury but a necessity for your health
The quality of a protective safety shoe
Good safety shoes fulﬁl a number of essential requirements. First of
all, they should protect against falling objects or impacts with the aid
of a steel or synthetic toecap. Another important element is a sturdy
sole, which prevents sharp objects from penetrating your foot. Another
element is the ﬁt and preventing loose loops and straps that can get
caught behind objects. However, when a safety shoe also has to protect
against moisture and cold, other requirements come into play.
The sole of a cold-resistant safety shoe consists of a thick outer
sole, which remains ﬂexible in extreme cold. Furthermore, additional
intermediate layers and an inner sole are applied to prevent the cold from
conducting. The shaft of the shoe can be made of leather, but the use
of polyamides and other synthetic materials also offer good protection
against possible penetrating moisture from outside. One of the most
important parts of a protective safety shoe is the applied inner material.
A good shoe offers space and mobility, but also warmth. To prevent that
heat from causing perspiration, breathable and highly absorbent inner
materials are chosen.

50
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What is unique about our freezer shoes?

Shoes & accessoires

FREEZER SHOES
The collection of freezer shoes is characterised by
the use of high-quality materials. The thick outsole
offers work safety through a proﬁle that provides
grip. The cold is kept out thanks to a special rubber
application that remains ﬂexible even in extreme
cold. This prevents cracks that would eventually let
cold air through. Some models within the freezer
shoe collection are equipped with a lambskin inner
lining. This keeps feet dry. The high freezer shoes are
ﬁtted with top quality lace hooks and zips for optimal
comfort and to guarantee a long lifespan.

Lambskin

With

High-quality

Flexible

Exchangeable

lining

safety nose

lacing

sole

insoles

Key features of freezer shoes
Moisture regulating

Padded

Good grip

● All our freezer boots and shoes comply at least with the
EN ISO 20345 S2 standard

52

● Specially developed ﬂexible sole for cold environments and
optimal wearing comfort

53
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SHOES & ACCESSOIRES

Article number: 711201101

Freezer shoe
Steel toecap

Article number: 712311601

● Steel nose
● Lambskin lining
● Lacing

s39 s40

41

42

Freezer shoe

Extra high model with synthetic toecap
43

44

45

46

47

48

Black

●
●
●
●

Zip & additional lacing
Safety class S3
With synthetic outer toecap
Lambskin lining

s39 s40

41

42

43

44

45

s46 s47 s48

Black

Article number: 712301101

Freezer shoe

Synthetic toecap
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Freezer shoes leather with lacing
Lambskin lining
Exchangeable insoles
Safety class S2
With synthetic toecap
High-quality hard-wearing Nitrile outsole
High model

s39 s40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

Article number: 722301101

Freezer boot

Black

Synthetic toecap

Article number: 712311101

Freezer shoe

Synthetic toecap and outer toecap
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Freezer shoes leather with lacing
Lambskin lining
Exchangeable insoles
Safety class S2
With synthetic toecap
High-quality hard-wearing Nitrile outsole
High model

s36 s37
s44 45

38

39

40

41

42

46

47

48

49

50
50

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Freezer boot with zip fastener
Decorative reﬂective piping on side of boot
Lambskin lining
Exchangeable insoles
Safety class S2
With synthetic toecap
High-quality hard-wearing Nitrile outsole

s39 s40

41

42

43

44

45

s46

47

s48

Black

s43

Black

54
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SHOES & ACCESSOIRES

Yukon eXtreme

The revolutionary work shoe for cold storage and freezing rooms.
Cold Tex is the exclusive supplier of the Yukon eXtreme, a revolutionary shoe for cold stores and

Article number: 713311601

freezer rooms. The Yukon eXtreme was designed based on the experiences of users who spend

Freezer shoe Yukon eXtreme

hours every day in cold storage and freezer rooms.

Synthetic toecap and outer toecap
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

s37 s38
44

One of the revolutionary innovations is the use of a multi-layer high-quality textile lining - instead

Multi-layer textile lining
Synthetic toecap and toecaps
High model
Antiskid nitrile sole
Reﬂective strip on the back side
Cork insole
Breathable lining
Ergonomic lacing
Safety class S3

45

39

40

41

42

46

47

48

49

of lambskin. It gives the shoe a more durable character, but also guarantees improved moisture
regulation and therefore a greatly improved insulating effect. Furthermore, a lot of attention has
been paid to an ergonomic ﬁt, which greatly beneﬁts the wearing comfort. For example, a newly
designed heel construction and a nitrile sole that remains supple.

43

Breathable insulating
multi-layer lining

Black

Ergonomic
lacing

Cork insole for
extra insulation

Reinforced
synthetic toe cap

Reﬂective stripes
on the back
Article number: 730503301

Article number: 740001301

Freezer socks

Insoles

Long model
● Merino wool
● Does not itch

s32 - 36 s37 - 41 s42 - 46 s47 - 48
Cream gray

56

Freezer

s36 s37
s44 s45

38

39

40

41

42

46

47

48

49

50

Black

43

Flexible, non-slip nitrile sole with
extra air cells in the heel
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About head
protection.
At Cold Tex, head protection means providing
protection against the cold. When the head is
exposed to the cold for a long period of time,
all kinds of health problems can occur. Blood
vessels constrict in the cold. As a result, blood
ﬂows through the head more slowly, which
can lead to headaches and/or migraines. It
is therefore important to protect your head
optimally against the cold.
Insulating effect
When choosing hats, caps and balaclavas, it
is important to consider the materials used.
Woolen materials provide good heat protection.
However, in places where there is a lot of air
movement (outdoors or in freezing rooms) the
cold air will still pass through the coarse fabric.
For those kind of places it is better to choose
denser fabrics, such as ﬂeese.
Wearing comfort
A hat or balaclava should not only protect against
the cold, it should also provide comfort. The ﬁeld
of view should not be restricted and freedom of
movement should not be impeded. A cap that ﬁts
too tight can cause perspiration. It is important
to prevent this because perspiration can freeze.
In that case this means the cure is worse that the
disease.

HEAD
PROTECTION
58
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HEAD PROTECTION

HEAD PROTECTION

Article number: 698156601

Article number: 698106601

Freezer Hat

Fleece balaclava

With Earﬂaps

1 of 2-layers

● High insulation value
● With velcro closure

● Comfortable
● Anti-pilling ﬂeece
● Available in 1 layer or 2 layers

Navy blue

Navy blue

Article number: 698131101

Article number: 698169601

Knitted Hat

Safety helmet

● Possibility of embroidery
● More colours available on request

● Tested to -20° C

3M thinsulate lining

Navy blue

Orange

Black

Red

With insulating innerpart

Orange/Navy blue

Grey

Article number: 698126601

Article number: 698146601

Freezer Hood

Knitted collar
● 100% acrylic

● Available separately for freezer jacket, coat or coverall
● Extra padding
● Lockable with press studs

Navy blue

Navy blue

60
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FREEZER GLOVES
Insulator
The insulator gloves are ideally suited for order picking in cold storage and deepfreeze warehouses. The ﬂexible model and
excellent ﬁt ensure a pleasant feeling. The excellent grip prevents cramps in the hand caused by excessive squeezing.

From page 64

Softshell
The softshell and winter gloves have been specially developed for order-pickers. The ﬁne diamond-shaped sillicone
inner hand ensures pleasant wearing comfort and a ﬁrm grip on the goods or products to be picked up. The very ﬂexible
model makes it easy for you to hold your pen or device.

From page 65

Fleece
Fleece gloves and mittens are very suitable for use in cold storage and freezer rooms with low temperatures.
The "grey series" of ﬂeece gloves are windproof and have a double layer of thermoﬁbre. The inner lining is made of soft
microﬁbre. The contact side is made of special rubber for extra good grip.

From page 66

Leather

About
gloves.
The use of gloves in work situations has
become the standard. Both in situations where
the hands need to be protected from blisters,
abrasions and sharp objects, and in situations
where hygiene and precision are important.
The biggest challenge for hand protection
are situations where it is also extremely cold
and/or damp. Because in addition to sustain
protection from cold and moisture, it is
important to maintain a good grip.
Protection against cold and moisture
Cold Tex freezer gloves are designed for
optimal protection and optimal grip in extreme
conditions. The gloves meet the EN511 standard
and offer protection against convective
cold - thanks to a close-ﬁtting tricot wrist
cuff -, contact cold - thanks to an insulating
intermediate layer - and are resistant to
penetrating water from outside for at least 5
minutes. Good grip is ensured by a rubber ﬁnish
on the palm and ﬁngertips.
The right glove for the job
Working for several hours in extreme cold
requires a different kind of hand protection than
working for a short period in a cold environment.
Therefore we have an extensive range of gloves
that provide optimum protection for speciﬁc
tasks in speciﬁc conditions.

The collection of leather gloves is suitable for various work activities, including order-picking and driving activities
(e.g. forklift and reach truck drivers). Those are strong gloves for heavy-duty use.

From page 68

Miscellaneous
Within our glove collection, we have some models that cannot easily be categorised in the other collections. We are
talking about speciﬁc models with an extra reinforced protection layer against cuts or gloves that give extra cold
protection.

From page 72

62
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Gloves

GLOVES
When choosing good protective gloves, it is important
to pay attention to a number of things. Grip is
important. Especially in cold and damp conditions.
Cold Tex has solved this by applying a ﬂexible rubber
latex layer to the palm and ﬁngertips. In order to
offer protection down to -30 ̊, the freezer gloves are
equipped with an insulation layer and warm lining. The
freezer gloves also have a tough outer layer in leather,
ﬂeece, or softshell, which protects against wind and
moisture.

Key features freezergloves
Suitable for order picking
64

Good ﬁt

EN511: against cold

Ideal for order picking
Excellent fit
Wide size range

Various models equipped with grip
Flexible thanks to softshell
EN511: against cold
65

GLOVES | INS U L ATO R

SO FTSH E LL

| GLOVES

Article number: 811001101

Insulator gloves
● Extra warm due to thermal ﬁbres
● Very durable (long service life)
● These gloves are mainly worn under normal gloves for extra
warmth

● Food safety certiﬁcate TÜV Rheinland for contact with foodstuffs

s7 s8

9

10

Black

Navy blue (art. 811006601)

FOOD certiﬁed TÜV

Article number: 811101101

Insulator gloves
With grip
●
●
●
●

Extra warm due to thermal ﬁbres
With synthetic knobs for extra grip
Very durable (long service life)
Very breathable

s6 s7

8

9

Black

Article number: 813316102

Article number: 813326102

Softshell gloves
"Red series"

Softshell gloves
"Blue series"

Thinsulate lining and grip

Fur lining and grip

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Very ﬂexible model

Fur lining (200 grams)
Very ﬂexible model
Excellent ﬁt
Inner hand with ﬁne diamond shaped silicone grip and
rubber studs for optimal grip
● With jersey cuff

With jersey waistband
Excellent ﬁt
Thinsulate lining
Inner hand with silicone and rubber studs for extra grip

s6 s7 s8

9

10

11

s6 s7 s8

12

9

10

11

12

Your company logo
It is possible to
personalise these
gloves with your
own company name
or logo. Ask for
the possibilities of
printing and colour.

10

Navy blue (art. 811106601)

Article number: 811106701

Insulator gloves Food
With grip

Article number: 815321601

Article number: 815321602

●
●
●
●

Wintergloves

With silicone grip

Wintergloves with cuffs

● Softshell
● Fur lined
● Inner hand with silicone grip

●
●
●
●

s8

s8

Extra warm due to thermal ﬁbres
Very good grip due to contact side with rubber studs
Very durable (long service life)
TÜV Rheinland food safety certiﬁcate for contact with foodstuffs

s7 s8
FOOD certiﬁed TÜV
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9

Navy blue

10

9

10

11

12

With silicone grip
Softshell
Fur lined

Inner hand with silicone grip
With tricot cuff
9

10

11

12
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FLE E C E

Article number: 812011102

Article number: 814243301

Fleece gloves

Fleece gloves “Grey series”

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Thinsulate lining and cuffs
Thinsulate lining
With jersey cuff
Very ﬂexible model
Very warm

s8 s9

10

11

| GLOVES

Windbreaker

Contact side with silicone coating for extra grip
Thick layer of thermoﬁbres
Windproof
Soft and warm inner lining

s8 s9

10

11

12

Article number: 814243302

Fleece gloves “Grey series”
Windbreaker with cuffs
●
●
●
●
●

Contact side with silicone coating for extra grip
Thick layer of thermoﬁbres
Windproof
Soft and warm inner lining
With jersey cuffs

s8 s9

10

11

12

Article number: 812311102

Fleece gloves

Thinsulate lining silicone grip and cuffs
●
●
●
●
●

Thinsulate lining
With silicone grip
With jersey cuff
Very ﬂexible model
Very warm

s8 s9

10

11

Article number: 824243301

Fleece mittens “Grey series”
Windbreaker
●
●
●
●

Contact side with silicone coating for extra grip
Thick layer of thermoﬁbres
Windproof
Soft and warm inner lining

s 10 s 11

68
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LE ATH E R

| GLOVES

Article number: 816023301

Leather gloves

3-ﬁnger and fur lining

Article number: 816023304

● Bovine leather gloves
● Fur lining
● One size ﬁts all

Pigskin leather

Leather gloves
●
●
●
●
●

Pigskin gloves
Fur lining
Flexible ﬁt
Internal ﬁngertip reinforcement for longer life
One size ﬁts all

Article number: 816023302

Leather gloves

Fur lining and cuffs
●
●
●
●

Pigskin gloves
Fur lining
With jersey cuff
One size ﬁts all

Article number: 826023301

Leather mittens
Fur lining

Article number: 816023303

Leather gloves

● Bovine leather mittens
● Fur lining
● One size ﬁts all

Fur lining

● Pigskin gloves
● Fur lining
● One size ﬁts all

70
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GLOVES | L E AT H E R

LE ATH E R

| GLOVES

Article number: 816063302

Leather gloves

Foam lining and cuffs
● Foam lining
● With jersey cuff
● Flexible ﬁt, ideal for writing

s8

9

Article number: 816128602

Leather gloves

Nylon top and fur lining

10

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Teddy lining
Full leather palm
Flexible nylon on top side
Internal ﬁngertip reinforcement for long life
Rubber ﬁngertips
Studs for extra grip
With jersey cuff

s6 s7

8

9

10

Article number: 816025302

Leather gloves

Fur lining and cuffs
●
●
●
●
●

Pigskin/bovine leather
Fur lining
Brown robust leather palm
Internal ﬁngertip reinforcement for long service life
With jersey cuff

s8 s9

10

12

Article number: 816016601

Thinsulate gloves
Thinsulate lining

Article number: 816025301

Leather gloves

● Bovine leather gloves
● Thinsulate lining
● One size ﬁts all

Fur lining
●
●
●
●
●

72

Pigskin/bovine leather
Fur lining
Brown robust leather palm
Internal ﬁngertip reinforcement for long service life
One size ﬁts all

73

GLOVES | MIS C E L L A NE OU S

Article number: 811106001

Knitted gloves extra thick
With grip
●
●
●
●

Cut resistant
gloves

Extra protection against cold and cuts.
Cut-resistant gloves offer good protection against sharp edges and cuts. Perfect in work

Extra thick and coarsely knit glove
With plastic studs for extra grip
Very durable (long life)
Very breathable

s6 s7

8

9

10

environments where sharp objects occur. Environments where crates, bins and boxes with sharp
edges are used, or waste is being processed and cutting agents are used. The Cold Tex cutresistant gloves also offer protection against the cold, thanks to its extra-insulating Thinsulate
lining and tight-ﬁtting cuff.

11

Navy blue

Wear-resistant

Fitting cuff

Article number: 818316002

Cut resistant gloves

Extra
grip

● For robust order picking
● Wear-resistant

s7

8

9

10

11

High strength

Thinsulate lining
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PRONOMAR
DRYING SYSTEMS

Start every shift warm & comfortable.
Our partner Pronomar BV supplies ingenious solutions for the drying of insulating and cold resistant workwear.
Your clothing gets the careful treatment it deserves and your co-workers are ready for a new shift!

Modular systems, suitable for every space and all
types of clothing:
Freezer suits
Jackets and trousers
Boots

Gloves
Caps and balaclavas
Etc.

Stainless steel 304

Air volume

Ergonomically

8-year guarantee

>200.000 l/h

shaped hangers

Also available as drying lockers and cabinets.

Fast drying time
The large air volume of
more than 200.000 litres
per hour ensures the
quick and steady drying
of clothing.

76

Hygienic
A professional drying
process removes all
moist, preventing
growth of bacteria, and
keeps clothing fresh
longer.

Extended lifetime
Drying with an internal
airﬂow is gentle on all
materials and preserves
the insulation properties
of clothing.

Lean & clean
The dryers offer a
ﬁxed storage space
for clothing and keep
dressing rooms clean
and tidy.

77

Size chart

1
5

Determining the right size is essential for the wearing comfort of the clothing. To be sure of the right size for a perfect
ﬁt, use our size chart. Of course, it starts with the measurements of your own body or that of your co-worker. Compare
these with the tables to ﬁnd the right size. The tables below give two different overviews: one for men and one for

2

women.

Guidelines for measuring.

3

Do not measure yourself, let someone else do it.
Wear light-coloured clothing when taking measurements; thicker clothing can affect the size.

4

Make sure your pockets are empty.
Measure with the tape ﬂat against the body.

6

Do not hold the measure-tape too loose or too tight.
Do not put ﬁngers under the measure-tape.

Men
All measured in cm

XS 42-44

S 46-48

M 50-52

L 54-56

XL 58-60

2XL 62-64

3XL 66-68

Body length

166-168

170-172

174-176

178-180

181-182

183-184

185-186

Upper width

82-88

90-96

98-104

106-112

114-120

122-128

130-136

Waist measurement

72-78

80-86

88-94

96-103

107-115

119-126

129-135

Hip width

88-92

94-98

100-105

107-112

114-119

121-126

128-133

Arm length from shoulder

59-60

61-62

63

64

65

66

67

Inside leg length

76-77

78-79

80

81

82

83

84

Women
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Measuring guide

1. Body length

4. Hip width

Total body length measured from

Circumference of the body measured at hip height

the top of the head to the ground.

over the widest part of the buttocks.

Alle gemeten in cm

XS 32

S 34-36

M 38-40

L 42-44

XL 46-48

2XL 50-52

3XL 54-56

Body length

164-165

166-167

168-169

170-172

173-175

176-177

178-180

2. Upper width

5. Arm length from shoulder

Upper width

80-84

85-91

93-99

101-107

109-115

117-123

125-131

The body round measured at the widest part

Measured from the shoulder point (hard bone

Waist measurement

64-66

68-72

74-78

80-85

87-95

97-105

107-115

of the torso, at chest height / over the breasts.

at end of shoulder) to the wrist joint.

Hip width

86-90

92-96

98-103

105-111

113-119

121-127

129-135

Arm length from shoulder

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

3. Waist measurement

6. Inside leg length

Inside leg length

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

Circumference of the body measured at the

Measured from the crotch along the inside leg

narrowest part of the torso, at waist level.

up to the ankle.
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“We are here to help
you succeed.”

De Hoef 5C
5311 GH Gameren
The Netherlands
T. +31 (0) 418 57 01 50
F. +31 (0) 418 57 01 59
info@coldtex.nl

coldtex.nl/en

